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Answer all the Following euestions

A. For 3-dimensinal incompressible
equations in Cartesian coordinates.
flow.

flow develop the continuity and
Reduce the final forms to steady

Navier-Stokes
incompressible

(20 Marl<s)
matnx in three-

(20 Mart<s)
plate (length L)

a fourth degree

B. Explain how to deverop the turbulent Reynolds-stresses tensor
dimensional turbulent flow.

c. 
fhe velocity profile in a laminar boundary layer over a smooth flatimmersed parallel to the flow stream can be approximated bypolynomial velocity distribution as follows:
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(I) compute the coefficients a, b, c, d and e. 
$ Marr<s)(ltr) Prove the validity of the following relations: 5t / 6 :3 llo , 0 I 6 :37 /3r5 ,

6l x :5'84lJR% and' co :r.37 r.F , where co is the drag coefficient.

(5 Marl<s)

Question Q)

Length scale, Energy cascade, Energy"backscatter, Two-point correlation. (s Marl<s)B' For a boundary layer flow, derive the momentum iniegral equation of von -I(6rmiin, inwhich the momentum thickness o and displacement" thickness d, are related to the
wall shear stress e- with the presence of pressure gradient and free-stream velocity
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c' Derive the growth of the turbulent boundary layer thickness, the displacementthickness, the momenfum thickness and the wall skin friction coefficient of a turbulentflow over a flat plate (without pressure gradient). How do you compute the total dragforce ofthe plate?
D' Discuss the iifferent regions in the boun dary layer.write the law of the *^{:Lry:*'which how do you derive the clauser's plot retation? e0 Marr<s)
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